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FRANKLIN
GRADES K-4

A FANTASTICALLY FUN FEBRUARY

Franklin Elementary just wrapped up I Love to Read month.
It was a month full of excitement for the students and staff.
The theme this year was "Read Across Minnesota". We had
three different challenges for students to complete. One
was for students to either read in another city in Minnesota
or read with a family member or friend over Zoom in
another city. We kept a map on the first floor marking all of
the different cities that were read in. The second challenge
was for students to find fun or interesting facts about
Minnesota. These facts were displayed throughout the
hallways of the school. The third challenge was for students
to find a picture of themselves doing a fun activity in
Minnesota. These pictures were displayed on our
Minnesota-themed bulletin board.
Thursdays were dress up days. These included Paul Bunyan
Day (wear your favorite flannel or plaid), Favorite MN Sports
Team Day, Pajama Day, and Dress Like You Are Doing Your
Favorite MN Outdoor Activity Day. Many students
participated and it was a lot of fun!
We had prizes for classroom winners, grade level winners,
and for those who participated in one or all of the monthly
challenges. Our end of the month celebration was supposed
to be outdoor activities, but unfortunately these had to be
postponed to a later date due to weather. We partook in
some dodgeball games instead, and look forward to the
outdoor celebration.
We would like to thank the Golden Bear Foundation, the
Franklin PTA, Lundgren Motors, and The Rink for the
generous donations to help make I Love to Read month at
the Franklin Elementary School a success.
Eveleth-Gilbert 218.744.2211
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PARKVIEW
GRADES PREK-2

ROOSEVELT
GRADES 3-6

ALL ABOUT PERSPECTIVE

AROUND THE WORLD

Submitted by Carolyn Peterson, Kindergarten Teacher

I Love to Read month was filled with many activities at
Roosevelt with the Olympic games in mind. They started by
gathering in the gym to introduce each class and what
country they would be learning about. Along with this, they
decorated doors, made posters, and earned beads by
accumulating AR points. AR points would also determine
which class earned a sliding day, ice cream party, pizza
party, gift cards and even throwing pies at Mr. Manni!

I will freely admit that I grumbled about the latest dumping
of snow, nodding along with others’ complaints and
lamentations about where to push all of it. “We are running
out of places to put it!” Then, as my kindergarten students
arrived and ran to my classroom windows to observe the
big piles of snow at the edges of the playground, I changed
my mind (at least a little) and found the smile in my heart
that had been hiding behind my own grown-up storm
clouds. My students dragged each new friend that arrived
in the classroom to the window, with enthusiasm and pure
joy!
Later, at recess, the kindergarten kids climbed, jumped, and
rolled on the snow hills. They stood on top of the
mountains as if they owned the world. My frozen heart
melted.
Thank you, kindergarten kiddos, for changing my
perspective on a daily basis. If anyone wonders why anyone
would want to be a primary school teacher, especially with
the storms that so often pass through our world, it is
because of the golden moments like this that warm the soul
and power us through to embrace another day!

Mrs. Spry’s class chose Japan. They learned how to write
their name and simple words in Japanese, made relief maps,
painted cherry blossoms, and read books about Olympic
athletes while helping their kindergarten buddy make their
own medal.

It’s all about perspective.

Mrs. Smith’s third grade researched famous U.S. landmarks
and monuments.They concluded by choosing their favorite
topic and made posters to show what they learned.

Kindergarten students know how to turn a mountain of unwanted snow
into an opportunity for fun, laughs, play, exercise, and creativity!
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NELLE SHEAN

gift cards and “golden” treat bags. We also held a bookmark
contest at the beginning of February and the artwork of 4
students were selected to be featured on bookmarks
available in the Media Center. Each student and staff
member had an opportunity to write a goal they were
reaching for on a medal and those were displayed in the
hallways. Mr. Landwer and the 6th Grade Ambassadors
were great hosts for the PTA when they sponsored the
Scholastic Book Fair for our campus. We wrapped up our
Olympic-themed month by celebrating the anniversary of
the "Miracle on Ice" with a floor hockey tournament and the
movie, Miracle.

GRADES PREK, 5-6

MAKING THE CUT: RESPONSIBILITY

Here are some 5th graders who showed what responsibility looks like at
Nelle Shean Elementary! Colton Stauty, Aili Lautigar and Ada Boe.

A group of students sitting in a life-size model of the shell. Students taped
out the dimensions of an 8-man rowing shell and labeled the “seats” of the
“boys in the boat.”

Responsible 6th graders at Nelle Shean are Carson Rozinka, JJ Brula
and Presley Liesmaki!

OLYMPIC-SIZED MONTH OF
READING

For the last four years, the Gilbert campus has had the
opportunity to do an all-campus book club for February’s I
Love to Read month. This February, our book selection was
the young readers version of The Boys in the Boat by Daniel
James Brown. All 5th through 8th grade students had the
opportunity to read this inspirational nonfiction selection to
correspond with the Winter Olympics happening at the
same time. The underlying themes of perseverance, grit,
determination, teamwork, and the fantastic story of the
underdog Washington State 8-man Rowing Team winning
the gold medal in the 1936 Summer Olympics was a story
that all staff and students enjoyed. Each week, students
were able to answer a trivia question from selected
chapters to be entered into weekly drawings to win Target
March 2022

Winning bookmarks for I Love to Read at the Gilbert campus.

Pictured are some of the Gold Medal Goals from students and staff at the
Gilbert Campus. All were invited to fill out a goal they were working
towards.
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EGJH
GRADES 7-8

MAKING THE CUT: RESPONSIBILITY

A MINI-MIRACLE ON ICE
On Friday, February 25, EG Junior High celebrated the
anniversary of the “Miracle on Ice” hockey game between
the USA Olympic Men’s hockey team and the Soviet Union
by having a floor hockey tournament. The winners of the
tournament were Cal Scott, Jacob Coombe, and Vinny
Heinonen.

At EGJH, these students made the cut for Responsibility!
Congratulations to Hayden Ogilvie, Tyler Schriber and Abby Frost!

Here are some 8th graders who exhibit the character trait of
responsibility! Great work at EGJH,
Nora Stark, Ayla Troutwine and Isaiah Olson.

L-R: Cal Scott, Jacob Coombe and Vinny Heinonen
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The 2022 Snoweek royalty were Freshmen: Princess Mikayla
Nemanick and Prince Will Kemp. Sophomores: Princess
Mylee Young and Prince Justin Winkler. Juniors: Princess
Katelyn Torrel and Prince Jaden Lang. Senior Candidates:
Lindsay Tervola and John Schultzenberg, Catarina Mutarelli
and Drew Nelson, Johanna Westby and Brenden Swan.
Senior King and Queen are Will Bittmann and Hailey Tarr.
Coronation hosts were Brooke Thyen and Emily Kemp.

EGHS
GRADES 9-12

SNOWEEK 2022

From February 14-18, students at the Eveleth campus
celebrated Snoweek! EGHS's Snoweek was full of variety
this year!. The students celebrated with many different
activities including sporting events, coronation, pep fest,
and winter carnival.
Dress Up Days: Monday started with Relationship Status
Day on Valentine's Day. On Tuesday, most of the school
dressed in comfy clothes as we crowned this year's
Snoweek King and Queen. Wednesday was Overdressed to
Impress Day, and students wore their best suits and dresses
while carrying anything but a backpack - from shopping
carts to stock pots, kids' toys to kayaks. Thursday was
Sports Swap Day which had some fun results. And Friday,
we had School Spirit Day. Due to frigid weather, students
couldn't do all the fun activities outside, but everyone
enjoyed the change of pace.
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During the Pep Fest, the poms kicked it off by performing
routines as well as a dance that they worked very hard on.
The Pep Fest hosts, McKendrick Landwer and Eli Boe, had
games such as Messy Musical Chairs (the most memorable
activity!), a balloon popping contest, and a blind-folded
makeup challenge.
The sporting events during Snoweek included a
doubleheader basketball game. Both boys' and girls'
basketball teams were up against Cook County. On Tuesday,
the boys' basketball team went head to head against Virginia
for their very last game as opponents. Boys' hockey also
took on Hibbing during Snoweek. On Wednesday, the ski
team competed in the varsity state tournament. On
Thursday, boys' hockey played against Greenway. We ended
the week with wrestling. The wrestling team took on the
varsity section semi-final! We all had an amazing Snoweek!
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At the lake, Marty and Marne talked about spearing and
gave a demonstration on how to spear a fish and they
learned how to set up tip-ups. Much of the day was spent
snacking and chatting, and though they did not get any fish,
they all still had a lot of fun and want to go again.

VHS Grades 7-12
CONGRATULATIONS TO...

Ainsley Erickson, who will be competing in an all-state
dance showcase in St. Paul this weekend. Riley Krenz and
Jillian Zeidler who are the Region 7 - Subsection 27 Triple
'A' award winners for Academics, Fine Arts, and Athletics.
Our DECA participants who are heading to the state
competition in Minneapolis. Marissa Anderson, Josh
Johnson, Skylar Lovdahl, Rollie Seppala, Cooper Williams,
and Karli Yourczek all advanced to the State Career
Development Conference (SCDC) in the Principles of
Marketing role play event. This is the first time that DECA
has been offered in the history of Eveleth, Gilbert, EvelethGilbert, Virginia, or Rock Ridge!
Emily admits that she was nervous they wouldn't like it if
they didn’t catch any fish, but she soon realized they loved
just sitting and talking and telling stories. It was obvious
that being out in nature truly revives the soul. They are
already making plans for what they want to do next time.
Emily plans to make this an annual event.

Asher Hedbloom who finished 2nd at the Section wrestling
tournament and will wrestle at the State wrestling meet at
the Excel Center in Minneapolis.
Our boys swim team who are Section 6A Champs for the
third year in a row! Leighton Ongalo, Aiden Hecimovich,
Anthony Hecimovich, Nathan Speiring, John Kendall, Gabe
Aagenes, Bodi George, and Leif Sundquist, who is the
Section Champ in the 200 and 500 Freestyle events, are
headed to state in their respective events. Good luck to all!

LIFELONG HEALTHY HOBBIES
Earlier this year, a few of our American Indian students
asked their teacher, Emily Jankila, about ice fishing and
spearing and showed an interest in trying it.
Emily knows that activities like this are important to our
students. A lot of them don't get the chance to go out and
try these things on their own, but we want them to learn
their traditions and to try new things. Emily reached out to
her friend, Marne, who is the Cultural Preservation
Specialist at the 1854 Treaty Authority. Marne and Emily
have worked together to provide many educational events
in the past, and Marne was up for setting up a spearing
adventure for our kids.
They took two groups of five for a half day each to West
Two Rivers in Mt. Iron. They were able to get a special
blanket license from the DNR for the event so that nonenrolled students, meaning not enrolled in the Bois Forte
Tribe, could still participate.
March 2022

Students said their favorite parts of the day were playing
with the decoy trying to lure in a fish, seeing little perch in
the clear water, snowmobile rides, hanging out with friends,
learning to drill a hole, and breaking the ice for the big
spearing hole, going on a hunt to find a phone lost in the
snow which they actually found!
Emily said, "Often people think kids just want to sit at home
and play video games, or get involved in "unhealthy teen
activities", but sometimes it's just the lack of opportunity
that keeps kids doing those things. When given the
opportunity to go fishing, snowshoeing, ricing, canoeing,
hiking, etc., they fall in love with it. Once they try it, they
can't get enough and want to go more and more.
I believe that if they can't learn it at home or don't have a
way to try something, it's my job to find a way. I want them
to have these experiences so they will want to continue
them in their lives. My dream is to see them years from now
going to the lake fishing with their friends or families, to see
them posting a picture of a big fish they speared, or all the
rice they got from an exhausting day on the lake. I want to
see them dancing at a powwow. Maybe they will work for
the 1854 Treaty Authority protecting or teaching their
treaty rights. Maybe they will be working with the tribe as a
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around the district

VHS Grades 7-12

The Rock Ridge Speech Team took 3rd out of 26 teams at the Bemidji Invite!

biologist studying wild rice lakes and how to keep them
healthy. I just want to see them live happy, healthy lives.
We don't want to lose these traditions. The more we can get
students involved and doing these things like spearing, and
also ricing, netting, sugar bush, snaring, hunting, and even
beading, and dancing, THE BETTER! We want to spark the
fire in them to continue these traditions and pass them
down. It's important for all people to be connected to their
culture. It keeps us rooted and belonging to something. It's
part of who we are as people and we want our students to
find pride in their culture."

The VHS A Cappella choir had a blast on their recent trip to Orlando, Florida!

Mr. Manni took 22 pies to the face from the top readers at Roosevelt.

The next generation of MINNESOTA SPORTS FANS is found at Franklin!
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